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While Motherson faces the mother of all shocks owing to severe disruption of automotive markets triggered
by COVID-19 lockdowns, a scrutiny of financials of Motherson and its subsidiaries also provides for a
shocking spectacle.
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Disclaimer
This report is prepared by Research Analyst Nitin Mangal (SEBI Registration no. INH000004723) &
Investment Advisor Pranav Bhavsar (SEBI Registration no. INA0000011510). Nitin Mangal (“Nitin”)
& Pranav Bhavsar (“Pranav”)along with its officers, employees and their immediate families are
prohibited from trading any position in the securities profiled in a report thirty (30) days before
and five (5) days after the publication date where the report involves coverage initiation or a
change of opinion. Nitin & Pranav have not offered any consulting, financial advisory, investment
banking or underwriting services to the companies mentioned. Nitin & Pranav do not accept
research fees from the companies profiled herein. The information contained in this report has
been obtained from sources believed reliable however the accuracy and/or completeness of the
information is not guaranteed by Nitin & Pranav, nor does Nitin & Pranav assume any responsibility
or liability whatsoever. All opinions expressed are subject to change without notification. This
report is for information purposes only and does not constitute and should in no way be construed
as a solicitation to buy or sell any of the securities mentioned herein. The intention of this report
is to provide a forthright discussion of business, accounting and financial reporting issues, as well
as generally accepted accounting principles and the limits of their usefulness to investors. As such,
please do not infer from this report that the accounting policies of any company mentioned herein
are not allowed within the broad range of generally accepted accounting principles, or that the
policies employed by that company were not approved by its auditor(s). This report may not be
reproduced in whole or in part without the express prior written consent of Nitin & Pranav.
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